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The Global Sound Movement (GSM) website 
establishes a central repository for the practice  
research and is a significant contributor to the fields of 
sonic archiving and ethnomusicology. This publication 
disseminates research findings and presents a multitude 
of ways in which an international audience engages with 
the many and varied outputs of the GSM. 
Preserving musical / sonic culture and heritage  
is paramount to framing our present and determining 
the future of musical composition. The GSM project has a 
number of key facets all of which are original to the work; 
firstly it involved the identification of culturally vulnerable 
communities globally whose traditional forms and  
habits of music making, and soundscape environments are 
threatened by the forces of modernity; it then involved  
extensive fieldwork making high resolution recordings of 
the unique musical instruments – which are particular to 
these communities - being played in their natural  
environments by indigenous musicians.  The third, and  
arguably most important, strand of this work was that 
these recordings were not merely archived for posterity 
as has often been the case in orthodox approaches to the 
gathering of sound as evidenced by the work of Alan  
Lomax, Bernie Krause, Louis Sarano, Frances Densmore 
and the British Library; but the recordings of musical  
instruments were digitised using industry standard  
samplers that integrate into music production software 
and incorporated into an open-access web-based GSM 
Player; designed and built by the GSM. This allows users 
to engage in various depths with the material in line with 
the Alan Merriam’s classification of ethnomusicological 
participants, from performers to teachers. 
  
Winners of the Times Higher Education Award for  
‘Excellence and Innovation in the Arts’ 2016, the Global 
Sound Movement have been interviewed on BBC  
Radio 4s Today Programme and in print, articles about the 
GSM have been translated in over 8 languages ensuring 
an international reach. To date, the website has received 
65,000 hits and there are many users returning from  
numerous international locations.  
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GSM IMPACT  
INDICATORS
Charity Stakeholders
Brass for Africa /  Hands for Hope / Nakibembe Village
Change in influence of an  
individual researcher/group
3 Phd students /  25 BA Students
Change in university’s external  
research profile
Times Higher Education Award Excellence in the  
Innovation of the Arts
New product development 
The GSM have worked at making the sample available on three 
of the largest Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) 
Public and Professional Engagement
 BBC Radio / Sound on Sound /  Mix Mag / Artist Series
Award provides global 
reward and recognition 
for GSM & UCLan
Donations from product
sales provides food and 
drink
Project has inspired students 
studying at UCLan and have 
aided three PhD profiles 
Over
400,000
Viewers
Over 2,000 Downloads
Over 18,000 Plays
Over 60,00 website hits
Over 62,000 
miles covered
Future
Developments 
• People-to-People  
China Ministry of Education 
• Neuro Rehab Group 
Neuro rehabilitation  specialist 
• GHITA 
Hearing impaired Association 
• Tourist Board - Gibraltar
New global  
partnerships
Over 18 months of meals provided through our donations,
a further £2,000 + has been sent since
01
02
03
04
05
Over 70 rare 
Instruments 
Sampled
GSM plan to use sound 
to provide hearing.
Ongoing public engagement is underway with social networks 
such as Facebook / Instagram / Twitter
Work with the China Ministry of Education and Neuro  
Rehab Group will enable the ‘GSM player’ to be made  
available to children throughout China, providing a global 
understanding of music, culture and heritage whilst  
carrying out research around neurological behaviours 
Work with the Glibertarian tourist board will  
enable tourists and locals to interact, play and 
hear the sounds of stalactites from the caves.
All monies made from this will be donated to 
GHITA - hearing impaired association
KEY
PARTNERS:  GHITA / Gibraltar Tourist Board
KEY
PARTNERS:   People-to-People / Neuro Rehab Group
GSM Player  
The GSM player unites the sounds sampled from our  
visits and provides global access. The player allows users 
to make music with no musical knowledge while  
informing about cultures and heritage.  
Several recording artists and music producers have 
downloaded and used the samples in commercial 
and private productions. E.G: Cam Blackwood  
producer for George Ezra
Over
188 Million
Listeners
